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About This Game

* THE STORY: The colours have vanished from Lumi's world. No world can exist without the colours that let it come to life
and bring joy and happiness to the hearts of its inhabitants. An important quest awaits you - make your way through levels set

out in a variety of wonderful sceneries and restore what has been lost! Let the journey begin!

* THE GAMEPLAY: Jump, collect sparks, destroy obstacles and look out for the Magic Mists, which will appear deadly
anytime you forget to switch to the right color. The ever-growing speed will make the challenge more intense with every second,

testing both your reflexes and precision.

THE ENDLESS MODE: Finish all the campaign levels and you will unlock the ultimate Endless Mode. Choose the
configurations of music and scenery you like the most and take pleasure in losing yourself in this energizing pace and beating

your own score again and again!

THE OLD-STYLE MULTIPLAYER �� You feel you can't manage jumping, charging and switching colors all by yourself, or
you just want to share the fun? Invite a friend to sit side by side and divide the tasks between the two of you.

THE AUTHORS: Just 3 girls. New to C#, Unity and computer graphics, they took care of all the coding, designing and vector
graphics creation all by themselves, with a completely non-existing budget. Check what happens when girls get tired of boring

office work or school and decide to create a video game from scratch!
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This game somewhat reminds me of old PS Vita action platofmers. It's basically a much better Polara. The whole idea of
unlocking colours as you progress is fantastic - not only the visuals keep improving with player's progress, so does the difficulty.
Gameplay is accompanied by enjoyable music. It is also quite challenging, so the chances of getting bored are quite slim.

I highly recommend it.. A cute and fun game with map layouts changing along with each new attempt at a level. Music is very
catchy and fits the main graphic motives of each map. Although the gameplay idea itself seems pretty simple, it may prove to be
quite challenging during the actual game. But have no fear, little Lumi is ready to fight for the colours of the world!

Be warned: this game includes probably the most evil and sneaky rock ever.. A fun little casual game that's like a mix between
robot unicorn attack and ikaruga (but more colors!).. Geee... it is a challenge!
really nice, old-school game for every arcade lover. I really like the music and backgrounds.
If you ever enjoyed playing Robot Unicorn, you will find this game just a better, more difficult and more satisfying version :).
Challenging but rewarding endless runner game. Gameplay requires quick reflexes, as every run is unique, which means you
can't just memorize the layout of a particular level - you need to be focused all the time and make quick decisions. The game
becomes more and more challenging with every unlocked color, but it never gets frustrating. It's also worth mentioning that the
music is really catchy.

Oh, and *$#@ that rock. Seriously.
. Tl;dr fun and simple game to chill if you're a fan of platforme type of games.

+ Soundtrack is nice and seems to be perfectly matched for most of the levels
+ Environment looks good, leaving a feeling of wanting to repeat some of the levels just to gaze at it some more
+ Finish levels gets satisfying really fast

- The game could use however some more variations of platforms. Sometimes it's just too repetitive.
- Also, the hitbox seems to be way larger than our character and it takes a lot of time to get used to it (far less time for reaction
than it seems)
- The rock obstacle blends too good in some levels (final purple level, first blue etc.)
- Not being able to jump over a cloud is just weird and frustrating. It could be mentioned in tutorial
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I am not a fan of platforming games and this one is no exception but I can see some good things in this game. The gameplay is
good, the art style fits the game and story and the music is awesome.

It may be a good game to play for some time.. A good platformer. And by that I mean it's not easy at all. I find that the creators
of this game were inspired by Dark Souls when it comes to difficulty. Oh and there's this bloody rock...

Anyway 11\/10 would die again.. Pleasure to traverse the colorful sceneries backed by very enjoyable music. It gives you
challenge but does not cross that boundary of being frustrated. After each level the difficulty increases so that completing them
is more satisfying every time.. Overall: simple but fun game, probably won't spent dozens of hours playing it, but for several
platform-jumping sidescrolling fun - why not
+nice, colorful graphics
+music fits levels perfectly
+after a slow start, scoring and finishing the levels is satisfying
+cool idea with "endless mode" and highscores
+amateur-like vibe around the game that was made by 2 people lol

-screw that god damn rock!!!. Simple, fun and if you work hard - colourful.. A simple but very fun platformer with a nice
design and cool music that fits the gameplay very well. I recommend it to anyone who's good with a keyboard\/mouse and not
afraid of a little challenge, as completing levels can be tricky at times! But the satisfaction it brings is immense.

Warning: can be highly addictive.

P.S. Lumi is a cutie!. I've recently met with a definition of a game as an experience of intentionally crafted artful frustration and
I think this describes Luminos quite accurately. I might be getting old but I find this game pretty hard, but at the same time it's
incredibly addicting.
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